STAR CLUB SAFETY BUBBLE STEPS
Entry to the Star Club safety bubble:
1.

Masks must be worn at all times.

2.

Staff will check the child’s temperature using a contactless thermometer.

3.

Temperature will be recorded in the Star Club safety log book.

4.

The child’s arrival temperature will be written on a sticker and placed on the child’s back.

5.

If the temperature reading is above 37.5, your child will be unable to enter the safety bubble and must be
collected by the parent immediately.

6.

Lunch box and water bottles (which must be named ) will be placed into a container outside Star Club. Star
Club staff will sanitise them before they can go into the safety bubble.

7.

Outdoor shoes to be placed into a rack outside the club. Children are permitted to wear indoor slippers
( named and provided by the parent ) but the slippers must remain inside the safety bubble.

8.

A large T-shirt to cover school uniform ( provided by parent, named, clean and in a sealed bag ) must be
worn inside the club. This will then be kept inside the safety bubble and can double up as a painting apron to
preserve your child’s uniform. At the end of the week it will go home for washing and needs to come back for
the next week in a sanitised and sealed bag.

9.

Hand washing followed by hand sanitiser will be used before entry into the Star Club safety bubble.

10.

Temperature checks will be re-taken on regular intervals during the day.

11.

Star Club staff will follow the same protocol as above to ensure the safety of all concerned.

Leaving the Star Club safety bubble
1.

T-shirt and slippers will be placed in a labelled tray for each child and kept inside the safety bubble.

2.

The child’s temperature will be re-taken and any changes will be written on the child’s label.

3.

The parent will not be permitted to enter so will need to call the number (TBC) upon arrival. Star Club staff
will escort the child to the designated meeting point (TBC) where masks and gloves must be worn by the
person (one person only) collecting.

Other Notes:
•

Social distancing and maximum capacity will be adhered to as per DHA guidelines and restrictions.

•

Regular sanitization of Star Club will take place in accordance with the DHA guidelines and restrictons.

We thank you in advance for your assistance in ensuring that all of our children and our staff can enjoy growing,
playing and learning in a clean and safe environment. We are ALL responsible.

